A selective mapping algorithm for computer analysis of voided urine cell images.
One of the fundamental targets of the automated image analysis of cytologic preparations is the reduction of computer classification errors due to cells or other objects that do not lend themselves to image segmentation or that have morphologic features that may mislead the cell classification schemes. In prior work from this laboratory, the achievement of this goal was attempted by hierarchical analysis of sequential microscopic objects at high resolution. This paper reports on the successful development and implementation of an automated "selective mapping algorithm" that selects cells at low power for further analysis and eliminates a large proportion of unwanted "objects." The algorithm classifies the objects and extracts appropriate features from a 256 X 240 digital image obtained via a 10 X planachromatic objective. The five-node binary tree classifier used in this triage is described. The algorithm was trained and tested initially on 501 visually classified microscopic "objects," resulting in a correct acceptance rate of 61.3% and correct rejection rate of 81.3%. The selective mapping algorithm was subsequently integrated into the video-based image analysis system constructed at the Montefiore Medical Center for the diagnostic evaluation of sediments of voided urine. The algorithm was then tested on ten cytocentrifuge preparations for a preliminary evaluation of its performance. Up to 100 "objects" per case were selected by the algorithm for further classification by the computer at high power. Of the 810 "objects" selected by the selective mapping algorithm, 344 (42.5%) were classified by the computer at high resolution as cells of diagnostic value ("WELL" cells) and 466 were rejected.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)